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Tested by Emma Franklin for six 
years/17,000 miles
I’ve been wearing this one as my 
main lid for almost six years and 
was worried that I might have to 
retire it due to it being past the 

recommended lifespan of five years. However, I 
recently had the composite matrix shell assessed 
by The Helmet Inspection Company who told 
me that, in terms of the shell’s performance at 
least, it was still fit for use. In terms of on-bike 
performance, the X-Spirit III is lightweight and 
stable, offering fantastic field of vision. As it must 
be due for replacement with an ECE 22.06 model, 
expect some good deals to hit dealers soon.
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.shoeiassured.co.uk 

Tested by Gareth Evans  
for over 2000 miles
I’ve been thrilled with this helmet. 
It’s fantastic quality as you’d expect 
from AGV, with a secure D-ring 
fastener secured by a popper just 

like MotoGP riders’. But by far my favourite aspect 
is that black and white design, which I reckon looks 
a bit like ‘dazzlecam’ used on warships in the early 
20th century, albeit far more vibrant. I’ve been 
wearing a lot of black clothing, and this helmet 
allows me to remain visible as the evenings draw 
in and darkness envelopes my commute. 

My only mistake was installing an intercom – the 
internal padding doesn’t seem to want to go back 
into the shell as well as when the lid was brand 
new. Best left well alone, I think. 
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.agv.com

Shoei X-Spirit III £699.99 
(£549.99 plain)

AGV K6 Secret  £399.99 

‘It’s lightweight  
and totally stable’

‘It’s fantastic quality’

ACF-50 Anti Corrosion 
Lubricant £16.99 (13oz) 
I’ve used this for the last 15 years. 
Treat at the first sign of salt and 
leave until spring. I also use the 
grease on my brake pistons.
Kevin Valley, Lincoln

Scottoiler FS 365 
£10.99 (1 litre)
If you wash your bike regularly 
over winter (after each wet ride) 
then FS 365 works. I have been 
using it for 15 or so years.  
Darren Wigington, Chelmsford

XCP Rust Blocker 
£14.99 (400ml)
I find it easier to use than ACF-50, 
as it doesn’t overspray, and it 
holds up really well. I ride all year 
round on all my bikes. Kim 
Michelle, County Durham

Unlimited Passion 
Thunderbolt cleaning 
wipes £32.99
I like the fact it leaves a 
hydrophobic layer. I ride all 
year in Scotland, so it works! 
Chris Smith, Edinburgh

ACF-50 Corrosion Block £15.99
I apply ACF-50 to the engine block with a paint brush 
and then put the grease on everything that’s likely to 
get furry or rusty. The grease stays on a lot longer than 
the spray – even after washes. Luke O’Mahony, Cork

RUST BLOCKERS

Got a product you want to shout about? Let us 
know via the #ride5000miles Facebook group

Tested by Ali Silcox for six  
months, 1500 miles
With a carbon/glassfibre 
shell this system helmet 
weighs in at 1550g and is 
around 10% lighter than 

other HJC flips I’ve worn. I’ve been a fan 
of flip-up lids for years and worn many 
variations, they come into their own when 
touring. It’s dual-homologated, so can be 
worn with the front up, which I only tend 
to do around town but I favour the front 
closed, when on the open road. 

Sizing was an issue, I’ve always been a 
small in any lid I’ve worn but had to swap 
for a medium, which fits perfectly and 
has been really comfortable from the 
first wear. It took very little time to break 
in and on a recent 500-mile ride, didn’t 
rub or pinch at all. 

Vents are easy to operate, as is the 
slider for the drop-down sun visor, which 
is dark enough to be of use on even the 
sunniest of days. Other features include 
a removable and washable lining, quick 
release buckle fastener and it’s ready to 
take an HJC bluetooth intercom. There 
are cheaper lids on the market but the 
quality and finish of this lid is top notch
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 
Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.oxfordproducts.com 

‘I’m a big fan of 
flip-up helmets’

HJC R-PHA 90S  
£419.99

LS2 Challenger C GT £300

Comfy, not  
too heavy and it’s 
intercom-ready

It’s homolgated 
for use with the 
flip up or down

Tested by Richard Newland for one 
year/7000 miles
If you’re targeting a 
sporty looking helmet 
that’s actually designed 
with touring sensibilities 

in mind, the Spartan GT Carbon is a 
brilliant option. It’s plush, quiet, boasts 
a wide field of vision from its broad 
and deep visor aperture and is well-
spec’d. In reality, it’s just as sporty as 
the Race-R, but with fewer vents to 
make drafts and noise, and a slightly 

more ‘head-level’ aperture. It’s amply 
well vented with a chin, brow and 
twin exhaust vents (which all shut 
convincingly), and a liner that aids 
airflow rather than trapping it. It can 
be a bit noisy with the top vent wide 
open. At 1540g (for my XL/62) it’s not 
the lightest, but it feels much lighter on 
your head – and the airflow dynamics 
mean it splits the air beautifully. The 
helmet has a four-star SHARP rating. 
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.nevis.uk.com

‘Get ready for the Grand Tour’
Tested by Michael Guy for 18 months 

/1500 miles
This is the first carbon helmet 
I’ve used and by far the lightest I 
have tried, too. In fact, it’s so light 
(1280g) it takes me by surprise 

whenever I pick it up to put it on. Yet in terms of 
specification, it’s fully loaded with a three-layer 
construction shell, scratch-proof pinlock ready 
visor, integrated dark visor and ventilation. LS2 
are a Spanish company with roots in Moto2 and 
Moto3 but while it has a sporty look and feel, it’s 
clearly been well thought through and designed to 
be used as a helmet for every occasion.
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 
Value ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ 
www.ls2helmets.com

‘Top spec and value’Shark Spartan GT Carbon, £479.99

SPORTS- 
 TOURING
HELMETS

THE MCN SHOWCASE

Cool looking lids that  
are built for doing big  

miles too

‘Excellent but pricey’
Arai Quantic £599.99

Tested by Jordan Gibbons for six 
months/1000 miles
The Quantic is Arai’s 
latest sports touring 
lid and their first to 
pass the new ECE22.06 

standards, which include rotational 
impact testing. Borrowing aero tech 
from their top-of-the-range RX-7V, the 
Quantic features a spoiler for high-
speed stability. As a place to keep 
your head all day long, the Quantic is 
excellent. Like all Arais the interior is 
pure luxury and the finish is quality. 
On hot days you can open up six intake 
vents, including a forehead vent 
(another Arai first), which does help 
keep things cool. It’s also remarkably 
quiet inside, working well with every 
bike I’ve tried from nakeds to big-
screened tourers. There’s also cut 
outs for intercom systems, yet more 
evidence of Arai’s desire to modernise.  

The Quantic isn’t perfect though. 
All those vents and air scoop add 
up to a weighty helmet, coming in 
at 1581g on MCN’s scales; 168g 
heavier than Shoei’s ECE22.06 NXR2. 
The adjustable chin spoiler has also 
vanished, replaced with a non-
removable half-sized chin curtain, 
which seems stingy. It’s not cheap 
either, although plain colours can be 
had for £499, but that still makes both 
options more than the NXR2.
Quality ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  Value★ ★ ★ ★ ★
www.whyarai.co.uk

Spoiler on the rear for stability at speed

+

PROS & CONS

Very comfortable and 
quiet with a plush feel

Heavy and expensive
compared to rivals–

LOOKING FOR GREAT BIKE KIT DEALS?

● Fit and 
comfort rated

● Design, construction  
and tech rated

● Each helmet worn for  
more than 1000 miles

RATINGS
Exceptional ★★★★★ Very good ★★★★

Good ★★★  Average ★★
Poor ★

You can open 
up six vents for 
summer rides


